Abstract. In this paper, we have obtained bounds for the box dimension of graph of harmonic function on the Sierpiński gasket. Also we get upper and lower bounds for the box dimension of graph of functions that belongs to dom(E), that is, all finite energy functionals on the Sierpiński gasket. Further, we show the existence of fractal functions in the function space dom(E) with the help of fractal interpolation functions.
Introduction
A range of fractals which we come across during studies occur as graph of functions. Certainly, many natural phenomena such as wind speeds, solar radiation, population, stock market price etc. are plotted against time, that is, we capture them in graphs. The graph of functions and its box and Hausdorff dimension is of qualitative interest for many authors since past few decades. In particular, Weierstrass type functions fascinate many of them. In 1872, Karl Weierstrass produced a function which is continuous everywhere but Now we mention some known results of the dimension of Weierstrass type functions. In [19] it was proved that if bλ > 1 then the box dimension of graph of W λ,b is equal to D = 2 + log λ log b . Hunt [18] proved that if each θ n is chosen independently with respect to the uniform probability in [0, 1] , then with probability one the Hausdorff dimension of graph of W Θ defined by for λ > 1 and 1 < s < 2, the box dimension of graph of f is s provided λ is large enough. Similarly, it was proved that two dimensional Weierstrass function defined by (1.4) φ(x, y) = ∞ n=1 λ (s−3)n sin(λ n x) cos(λ n y)
has the box dimension s whenever λ is sufficiently large and s is between 2 and 3. In [3] Barański studied the Weierstrass type functions
where λ n , b n > 0, θ n ∈ R and φ : R → R is a non constant, Z-periodic and Lipschitz function. He proved that if a function f of the form (1.5) satisfies where log + = sup{log, 0} and d n = λ 1 b 1 + · · · + λ n b n . Shen [28] proved that for any function of the following type (1.6) f 
. A simpler proof of this and some other results was given by Keller in [20] . Xie and Zhou [30] constructed a wide range of Weierstrass type functions whose graph attains the box dimension two. Mauldin and Williams [23] studied the following function
where b > 1, 0 < α < 1, θ n is an arbitrary real number and φ is a periodic function with period one. They have shown that there exist a constant C > 0 such that the Hausdorff dimension of graph of W b is bounded below by 2 − α − (C/ ln b) when b is large enough. For more details about dimension of Weierstrass functions, readers are encouraged to study the above references and the references therein. Our aim is not to study the dimensions of graph of Weierstrass type functions but to study the graph of functions on the Sierpiński gasket.
Now we discuss briefly about fractal interpolation functions(FIFs) and its box dimension on the real line. Fractal interpolation functions were introduced and studied by Barnsley and his co-researchers in [5, 7, 6] . Navascués and her co-researchers studied fractal operators and their properties on some suitable function spaces in [25, 24] . Bedford [9] has shown that fractal interpolation function constructed using linear affinities having Hölder exponent(h) is related to the box dimension D of the graph by
Hölder exponent of f at x is defined as h x := sup{α : |f (x) − f (y)| ≤ |x − y| α for all y in some neighbourhood of x} and Hölder exponent of f is defined as h := inf{h x : x ∈ I}. If there exists a number h λ such that h x = h λ for Lebesgue almost all x ∈ I then it is called almost everywhere Hölder exponent of f. In [12] Dalla et al.
obtained the box dimension of some non-affine fractal interpolation functions and also, they have explained this with some explicit examples. Hardin and Massopust [17] shown that when interpolation points are not collinear and
, the capacity dimension of G is another name for the box dimension. Taking forward the above results Nasim et al. obtained that box dimension of α-fractal functions with constant scaling factors in [1] and with variable scaling factors in [2] . Recently, Barnsley and Massopust [8] studied bilinear fractal interpolation functions as a fixed point of Read-Bajraktarević operator and presented the box dimension formula of bilinear FIFs.
Afterwards, many researchers have extended the version of fractal interpolation functions to fractal interpolation surfaces(FISs) and also studied the box dimension of these FISs. In 2006, Bouboulis et al. [10] constructed recurrent bivariate fractal interpolation surfaces and computed the box dimension for some particular cases. Feng and Sun [16] studied the box dimension of fractal interpolation surfaces derived from FIFs. They introduced FISs on rectangular domain with arbitrary interpolation nodes and calculated the box dimension by considering its relation with variation of functions.
Later, the concept of fractal interpolation functions was protracted on the Sierpiński gasket by Ç elik et al. [11] . They have shown the existence of a unique extension of function F :
where h ω (x) is a harmonic function on Sierpiński gasket. All the notations in the last equation will be described in the next section. Ruan [27] extended this work to P.C.F. self similar sets(K) and established a sufficient conditions for which the linear FIF have finite energy. They also proved that the solution of Dirichlet problem Later we obtain bounds for the box dimension of graph of harmonic functions on the Sierpiński gasket. To the best of our knowledge no work has been done related to this till now.
This paper is arranged as follows : In section 2 we recall the preliminaries, that is, definition of box dimension, energy functional, harmonic functions, spaces of finite energy functionals(dom(E)) on the Sierpiński gasket etc. Section 3 is dedicated to FIFs on the Sierpiński gasket and supply sufficient conditions on scaling factors such that FIF belongs to dom(E). In section 4 we provide bounds for box dimension of graph of FIFs on the Sierpiński gasket. In Section 5 we give bounds for box dimension of graph of harmonic functions on the Sierpiński gasket.
Preliminaries
In this section we will recall some definitions which we will use later in this paper.
Let B(X) be the collection of nonempty closed and bounded subsets of X. For A, B ∈ B(X) we define
Then this defines a metric on B(X) and is called the Hausdorff Metric. Definition 2.3 (Hausdorff Measure). Suppose that F is a subset of R n and s is a non-negative real number. For any δ > 0, we define
where |U i | denotes the diameter of U i . As δ decreases, H s δ (F ) increases and so approaches a limit(may be +∞) as δ → 0 + . We write
Definition 2.4 (Hausdorff Dimension). For any nonempty subset F of R n , we define the Hausdorff Dimension as
Definition 2.5 (Box Dimension). Let F be a nonempty subset of R n and N δ (F ) denote the least number of sets of diameter less than or equal to δ which covers F .
The lower box dimension (box-counting dimension) of F is defined as
When these two values are equal, we call the common value as the box dimension of F .
Remark 2.6. For any subset F of R n , the following holds true
Now, we will discuss about the Sierpiński gasket and energy functional in the space of continuous real valued functions in it. Let S 0 = {q 1 , q 2 , q 3 } be three points on R 2 equidistant from each other. Let
It is well known that L has a unique fixed point S(see, for instance, [14, Theorem 9.1]), which is called the Sierpiński gasket.
Another way to view the same is S = ∪ j≥0 L j (S 0 ), where L j means L composed with itself j times. We know that S is a compact set in R 2 . It is well known that the Hausdorff dimension of S is Throughout this paper, we will use this measure and denote it by µ. If f is a measurable function on S,
Now, we will define energy functional on the space of continuous functions on the Sierpiński gasket(C(S)) as follows The m th level Sierpiński gasket is
. If x and y belongs to same cell of S (m) we denote it by x ∼ m y. We define the m th level crude energy as
and the m th level renormalized energy is given by
where 5 3 is the unique renormalizing factor. Now we can observe that E (m) (u) is a monotonically increasing function of m because of renormalization. So we define the energy function as
which exist for all u as an extended real number. Now we define dom(E) as the space of continuous functions u satisfying E(u) < ∞. In [29] , it is shown that dom(E) modulo constant functions forms a Banach space endowed with the norm · E defined as
The space dom 0 (E) is a subspace of dom(E) containing all functions which vanishes at boundary of the Sierpiński gasket. For more details see [29, 15, 21] and references there in.
Definition 2.7 (Harmonic function). A function f : S → R is said to be a harmonic function if
Definition 2.8 (Piecewise harmonic function). A function p : S → R is said to be a piecewise harmonic function if there exist a finite partition of S such that each set is a subset of S and it is also a Sierpinski gasket in its own right. p restricted to each subset of the partition is a harmonic function.
Given three real numbers a, b, c there exist a unique harmonic function f satisfying f (q 1 ) = a, f (q 2 ) = b and f (q 3 ) = c. Function value at intermediate nodes of Sierpiński gasket can be determined by "
where ω ∈ Σ * and {i, j, k} are permutation of {1, 2, 3}. We define Σ * := ∪ m≥0 Σ (m) and Σ (m) is the collection of all words of length m which are possible combinations of symbols 1,2 and 3. We define, q ωi := L ω (q i ) for ω ∈ Σ * and i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. For more details about harmonic functions and " 
Fractal operator on dom(E) and its properties
Now the question arises : Is there any fractal function in the space dom(E)? And the answer is affirmative.
In this section we will construct an Iterated Function System(IFS) whose fixed point is graph of a function.
We will show that this function belongs to dom(E) with some restrictions on the independent parameter.
Before proceeding, we recall some definitions.
Definition 3.1 (Iterated Function System). Let (X, d) be a metric space. Let f n : X → X for n ∈ Λ(a finite index set) be contraction mappings. A finite family of contractions {X; f n : n ∈ Λ} is called an Iterated Function System(IFS).
We define F : B(X) → B(X) by F (A) = ∪ n∈Λ f n (A) where B(X) is the collection of all nonempty compact subsets of X, A ∈ B(X) and f n (A) = {f n (x) : x ∈ A}.
A non empty set A ⊂ X is called an invariant set(attractor) for the IFS {X; f n : n ∈ Λ}, if A = ∪ n∈Λ f n (A).
3.1. Fractal Interpolation Functions on the Sierpiński gasket. Let {(x i , y i ) ∈ S × R : i ∈ Λ, Λ is a finite index set} be given set of data points, where S is the Sierpiński gasket. We want to construct a continuous function f : S → R which interpolate the given data
and whose graph G = {(x, f (x)) : x ∈ S} is the attractor of an IFS. ω ∈ Σ (n) }. Then for fixed α = {α ω ∈ (−1, 1) : ω ∈ Σ (n) } we will construct an IFS such that the attractor is graph of a function and passes through the above interpolation points. We define a function L ω :
The function L ω satisfies following conditions
and
Further, we define a real valued continuous function
where b is a continuous function on the Sierpiński gasket satisfying conditions b(
and b(q 3 ) = f (q 3 ). The function F ω satisfies following conditions
for eachω ∈ Σ (n−1) and
Now we define the IFS using the above equations
This is a contractive IFS. Hence has an unique attractor, let say G. The function corresponding to graph G is named f α which passes through the interpolation points {(q ω , f (q ω )) : ω ∈ Σ (n) }.
Definition 3.3 (α-fractal functions)
. Let f α be the function whose graph is an attractor of IFS defined in (3.2) -(3.4). Then we call f α as the α-fractal function associated to f with respect to fixed n ∈ N and α = {α ω ∈ (−1, 1) : ω ∈ Σ (n) }.
The above function f α satisfies the functional equation
In the above construction if we take b = T (f ) where T : C(S) → C(S) is a bounded linear operator satisfying
Definition 3.4 (α-fractal operator). We define the α-fractal operator F α = F α n,T on C(S) with respect to fixed n, α and T as
where f α is defined in definition 3.3.
Theorem 3.5. Let f be a function in dom(E) and f α be the α-fractal function corresponding to f. The the function f α belongs to dom(E) if α ∞ ≤ 1 √ 3×5 n where n is the fixed number associated to interpolation points, that is, {(q ω , f (q ω )) : ω ∈ Σ (n) }.
Proof. Let α := max{|α ω | : ω ∈ Σ (n) } and T := sup{|T (x)| : x ≤ 1}. By using functional equation (3.6) and the fact that (A + B − C) 2 ≤ 3(A 2 + B 2 + C 2 ), we can deduce the following inequality for all x, y ∈ L ω (S).
Hence, for m ≥ n we can estimate the m th level energy of f α as
This gives,
Then taking limit as m → ∞ we get,
This implies,
This completes the proof. (1−5 n 3 α 2 ) .
Proof. From the functional equation (3.6) it follows directly.
Box dimension of graph of fractal functions
In this section we will obtain the upper and lower bounds for the box dimension of graph of fractal functions that we have discussed in the last section. In this section we fix q 1 = (0, 0),
2 ), n = 1 and interpolation points are
We construct the IFS {K, f 1 , f 2 , f 3 }. We define
Here b ∈ C(S) and satisfies b(
The fixed point of this IFS gives graph of a function. We try to estimate the box dimension of this graph under certain conditions. Theorem 4.1. Let f and b are Hölder continuous functions with exponent η 1 , η 2 respectively and the interpolation points are not coplanar. Let f α be the α-fractal function corresponding to f and G = {(x, f α (x)) :
x ∈ S} be the graph of f α . Let ψ = 3 i=1 α i and η = min{η 1 , η 2 }. Then the box dimension of G has following bounds :
Proof. For calculating the box dimension of G, consider the cover of G as cubes with side length 1 2 k . Let N (k) denote the minimum number of cubes of size
as a collection of cubes of size
2 k which has disjoint interior and we denote N (k, ω) to be the number of cubes in A(k, ω). Hence
On applying function f i , i = 1, 2, 3 on set A(k, ω) we observe that it is contained in
ω∈Σ k N (k + 1, iω). As f and b are Hölder continuous functions there exists s 1 , s 2 ≥ 0 and
whenever x, y ∈ L ω ( ) and ω ∈ Σ k . Using (3.5) we get, f i (A(k, ω)) is contained in cuboid whose base is a square of side length 1 2 k+1 and whose height is
Summing over i and ω we obtain
where K = 3s 1 + 2ψs 2 + 6. Applying the above inequality repeatedly we get,
Continuing this process k times we get
Case I Consider that 
In the above estimate, third inequality follows from the assumption
Case II Consider the other case 
Hence, we estimate the box dimension as follows
This completes the proof.
Box dimension of graph of Harmonic functions
In this section we provide upper and lower bounds for the box dimension of graph of harmonic functions.
Later, we will also give upper and lower bounds for box dimension of all functions that belongs to dom(E).
As we can not find an IFS whose attractor is a graph of harmonic function, so we use the properties of harmonic function to compute its box dimensions. Proof. We may consider Fig. 1 as one of the cell of m-level Sierpiński gasket and proceed the proof as follow: We calculate the difference for each pair of nodes in the same cell of S (m+1) . We will use " (5.5) (5.7) (5.8)
Hence, the conclusion is true for each pair of nodes in the same cell of S (m+1) . Proof. Let h be a harmonic function and G h is the graph of h. We observe that using Lemma 5. Proof. Let h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h be finite pieces of harmonic functions of h. Then G h = ∪ i=1 G hi . Hence, by finite stability property of box dimension we have,
This is true for each harmonic function h i the upper box dimension is less than or equal to Proof. Let f be any function in dom(E) and G f is the graph of f. Define P : G f = (x, f (x)) → R 2 as P (x, f (x)) = x. Clearly, P is a Lipschitz map and P (G f ) = S. Hence, by Lemma 5.5 we have dim B P (G f ) ≤ dim B G f which is same as dim B S ≤ dim B G f . This implies dim B G f ≥ Remark 5.7. Any constant function f : S → R is harmonic, f ∈ dom(E) and dim H (G f ) = dim B (G f ) = dim B (G f ) = dim B (G f ) = log 3 log 2 .
Hence, we can say that the lower bound in theorem 5.6 is attained.
